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Movie Special Effects – The Basic Concepts 
 
 

The script-writers at Hollywood come up with some of the most 

outstanding and breathtaking scripts you would ever find on the 

planet. Some of these scripts are based on bestselling novels while 

some are written specially for movies. Most of these stories push the 

limits of human imagination and transport our minds to exotic 

environments and impossible situations that are totally alien to our 

normal, everyday life. Dinosaurs, mythical dragons, flying humans, 

aliens in spaceships and a host of other strange entities run freely 

within these scripts. 

 

However, writing an exotic script is one thing, but materializing it 

convincingly on screen is a totally different matter. You can have a 

menacing T-Rex rampaging around on the script, but how do you bring 

it onto the movie screen? Strange, never-before-seen worlds sound 

exciting on paper, but how do you materialize them before the 

audience? 

 



 

This is where we enter the world of Movie Special Effects. Here, you 

will find a special breed of technicians that can bring onto the movie 

screen, anything that your mind can imagine. 

 

If you find the script writers amazing, you will find the Special Effects 

guys unbelievable. Whatever challenges the script-writers throw at 

them, the effects guys take up boldly and convert them into 

breathtaking visuals. They are always one step ahead and almost 

nothing is too difficult for these technicians to show on screen. 

 

How do these Special Effects guys achieve the spectacular shots that 

we see in movies like Star Wars, Lord of The Rings, Superman, 

Spiderman, Transformers and all the big monster movies? What goes 

on behind the scenes at these studios? Most of all, how do they make 

it look so convincingly real? How do you make an extinct dinosaur walk 

across the screen and still make it believable?  

 

Well, that is what this book is all about. If you have ever wondered 

where you would get straightforward answers to all these questions, 

look no further; you are holding it right in your hands. This book 

explains in simple language, without technical jargon, the concepts 



 

behind movie special effects. Once you understand the basic concepts, 

the complex technical issues become very easy to understand.  

 

So here we go! Well, the whole movie realm is a world of “make 

believe”. You are making the audience believe something that isn’t 

really there. It is basically a form of lying visually. To lie convincingly, 

you have to understand the workings of the other person’s mind. 

Some people are easy to lie to, whereas others may not buy into your 

lies that quickly. It is basically people’s mental makeup that decides 

whether or not they will fall for your lies. Therefore it is extremely 

important that you understand the inner workings of the mind of a 

person before you attempt to lie to them. 

 

Lying visually works in a very similar manner. To show an illusion on 

screen and make the audiences believe that it is true, you have to 

have an accurate knowledge about how the audio-visual mechanism of 

the mind functions. Once that is understood, then it become very easy 

to trick the mind with all sorts of visual gimmickry. The entire special 

effects industry is based upon this premise.  

 



 

That is why the field of special effects is both an art and a science. The 

‘science’ aspect of it deals with understanding the functioning of the 

mind, while the ‘art’ aspect of it uses that information to trick the mind 

convincingly. It is like a conjurer’s trick. Learning the audience’s 

weakness and then exploiting it to the full.  

 

Let’s start by seeing how special effects evolved over the years. That 

would give us an understanding of how everything started and got to 

where it is now. So we will now take a brief look at the History of 

Movie Special Effects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The History of Movie Special EffectsThe History of Movie Special EffectsThe History of Movie Special EffectsThe History of Movie Special Effects    

 

Movie Special Effects as such had very humble beginnings. Technicians 

and cameraman, while tinkering with their equipment, sometimes 

unexpectedly came up with some new effects. For instance, film 

editing was supposedly invented by sheer accident. It is said that a 

Frenchmen named George Milies, invented (or rather discovered) 

editing while filming footage for his documentary about the Place de 

l‘Opera in Paris in 1896, using a hand-cranked camera.  

 

While he was busily cranking away at the passing traffic, his camera 

suddenly jammed, forcing him to pause for a couple of minutes to free 

the jammed film. After setting the film right, he started to crank again 

without realizing what the resulting film would look like.  

 

When Milies developed and screened the film, he was stunned to see 

an amazing transformation take place in the street scene at the point 

where his film jammed. Men suddenly became women, a coach 

suddenly turned into a tramcar. By complete accident, the basic 

principle of editing was discovered. The era of Movie Special Effects 

had begun. 



 

 

Melies immediately began to exploit the commercial potential of his 

discovery by shooting hundreds of short “trick films”. Melies would 

start cranking the camera as a girl took her seat before the camera. 

Then he would momentarily stop cranking, replace the girl with a 

skeleton and then start cranking again. When screened, the audiences 

were fooled into thinking that a young girl had suddenly turned into a 

lifeless skeleton. Milies obviously must have used his technique until 

the audiences got used to it and the effect lost its novelty. 

 

At the turn of the century, cartoon animation started gaining 

prominence. Stuart Blackton’s “Humorous Phases of Funny Faces” in 

1906 was one of the earliest films to use drawings rather than live 

actors. Then came newspaper cartoonist Winsor McCay with his own 

cartoon creation “Little Nemo in Slumberland” in 1911. He was a 

successful cartoon animator, responsible for instant hits such as 

“Gertie the Dinosaur” and “The Sinking of the Lusitania”. 

 

During these times, each frame of the cartoon was drawn from 

scratch, including the foreground and the background, which made 

things expensive and time-consuming. It was Earl Hurd in 1914, who 



 

came up with the ingenious idea that stationary portions of the picture 

can be painted on a sheet of paper, while the moving images painted 

on a separate transparent celluloid sheet and placed over the 

background. This way, the animators would have to paint only the 

movement of the cartoon characters while a single background 

painting can be placed under every foreground celluloid sheet. This 

gave rise to the name Cel Animation, cel being short for “Celluloid”. 

With the invention of Cel Animation, cartoon animation entered main-

stream cinema and has captivated the hearts of movie goers 

generation after generation. 

 

Some animators, instead of using drawings, used clay models or 

puppets and photographed them in progressive stages of movement to 

create their cartoon films. So cel animation and model animation 

evolved almost simultaneously. This technique was pioneered by Willis 

O’Brien, who in 1914 made a 1-minute short film about a caveman 

and a dinosaur. The models usually had a jointed wooden or metal 

skeleton to offer strength, stability and flexibility to the model. Clay 

was then molded over the skeleton and finally a fine skin of canvas 

was stretched over it. With this technique, color and texture could be 

applied to the models, which made them look very realistic. And since 



 

the models were 3-dimensional in nature, the play of light and 

shadows over the models gave a very dramatic effect to these films, 

taking them to a very high level of realism.  

 

O’Brien collaborated with Herbert Dawley in 1918 and filmed "The 

Ghost of Slumber Mountain". This five-minute short film is generally 

regarded as the first dramatic stop-motion movie. The film was so 

successful that O’Brien was hired to work on a feature-length 

adaptation of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s "The Lost World" in 1925. This 

movie was a great breakthrough in the history of movie special effects 

because it showed dinosaurs and live actors together within the same 

frame, almost interacting with each other. O’Brien went on to make 

"King Kong" in 1933, which was another major hit. O’Brien’s other hits 

include "Mighty Joe Young" in 1949 and "The Black Scorpion" in 1957.  

 

Visit my webpage to view the works of the early pioneers and watch 

some amazing animation clips. 

 

In the early 1930s, Walt Disney started refining the current cel 

animation techniques and finally came up with his first full-length 

animated movie, Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs in 1936. Disney’s 
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cartoons were a smash hit wherever they were screened. Their 

techniques were so advanced for their time that their animation skills 

were even employed in a live action film, the science fiction epic 

"Forbidden Planet" in 1956 by MGM Studios.  

 

The year 1956 also witnessed the making of one of the best special 

effects movies of all time, The Ten Commandments. Directed by 

Cecil B. DeMille, and starring all-time greats like Charlton Heston and 

Yul Brynner, it features the most spectacular special effects scene ever 

created by Hollywood; the parting of the Red Sea by Moses, the 

journey of his people through the sea and the destruction of the 

pursuing Egyptian army in the Red Sea. In my opinion, this movie is a 

must for every special effects enthusiast. It’s amazing to see that they 

could create such dramatic and realistic effects back then in the 1950s 

when color had just entered film and no one had any idea what a 

computer was.  

 

During the 1950s and 60s, special effects made rapid strides in the 

stunts arena. Spectacular and seemingly dangerous stunts were made 

possible by the use of sophisticated props and specialized equipment. 

Movies like "Ben Hur", "El Cid" and "The Greatest Show on Earth" were 



 

the blockbusters of this period, all of them starring Charlton Heston. 

“Yakima” Canutt was the stunt co-coordinator for Ben Hur and El Cid 

and was largely responsibly for the success of the amazing chariot race 

and other outrageous stunts in both films. He employed both his sons 

“Tap” and Joe Canutt for the major stunts in the films. But sadly, 

stuntmen were not duly recognized for their work back in those days. 

Even though Ben Hur went on to win 11 Oscars at the 1959 Academy 

Awards, the Canutts were never awarded a prize.  

 

Ray Harryhausen was another famous model animator and had worked 

with O’Brien on “Mighty Joe Young”. He also worked on a lot of 

“Voyage of Sinbad” movies. In 1981, his major blockbuster hit was 

"Clash of the Titans". All these pioneers were relying on the technique 

of stop-motion animation where the action was frozen and captured 

one frame at a time. But since the action was frozen at each step, the 

resulting film looked a little jerky. This was the biggest drawback of 

stop-motion animation. This hurdle was overcome by Phil Tippet with 

his technique called go-motion animation. The go-motion technique 

introduced a slight motion-blur in each frame by slightly moving the 

models at the precise time of film exposure. The joints of the models 



 

were moved using servo motors. This motion-blur smoothened the 

action and the resulting film looked extremely realistic.  

 

The late 1970s witnessed the start of a new era in movie special 

effects. George Lucas founded a new special effects studio called 

Industrial Light & Magic to enable him to complete his 6-part epic 

science fiction saga, The Star Wars. He started filming Episode IV - A 

New Hope which was released in 1977. The largest contribution to the 

success of the effects in the movie came from the extensive use of 

motion-control cameras. The use of computers to control the precise 

movement of the cameras enabled the effects technicians to film 

spectacular battle sequences involving huge spaceships.  

 

The spaceships were actually highly-detailed miniature models, except 

when actor had to sit inside them in which case life-sized mockups 

were used. The fly-bys and dog-fights were the result of motion-

control cinematography coupled with compositing layers and layers of 

footage of explosions, cel animated laser beams, star fields and other 

spaceships. John Dykstra was the inventor of this technique and was 

awarded an Oscar for developing this system, and a separate Oscar for 

the range of effects work on Star Wars.  



 

 

This system was a vast improvement over earlier techniques used in 

spaceship films like 2001: A Space Odyssey, where the camera was 

stationary and showed spaceships flying across the frame. This gave a 

very static feel to the shots. In Star Wars on the other hand, the 

camera went right into the action and participated in the dogfights 

from one of the spaceships. This was very similar to World War 

footage shot from one of the fighter planes and this took the film to 

new heights of realism. Star Wars set very high standards for other 

effects films to follow, including its own sequels and prequels. 

 

Although computers were basically used for behind-the-scenes work 

like camera motion control in the late 70’s, they began ‘appearing’ 

before the camera in the form of computer generated imagery or CGI, 

by the mid 80’s and early 90’s. Movies like Young Sherlock Holms, 

Back To The Future II, Terminator II and The Abyss began featuring 

CGI in their special effects shots. While these were early attempts at 

incorporating CGI into regular special effects shots, the real 

breakthrough for CGI came with Jurassic Park, as we’ll see shortly. The 

incredibly realistic computer-generated characters that were created 

for Jurassic Park showcased the tremendous capabilities of the 



 

computer’s visualization power and eventually dispelled all doubts 

regarding CGI’s capability to handle complex effects shots. From then 

till now, all major strides in the effects realm have completely revolved 

around the computer. While traditional effects techniques always have 

a definite place in the industry, CGI now takes on the pivot role of 

coordinating, combining and compiling all the effects shots together to 

form a seamless whole. The role of computers in special effects looks 

more promising than ever, and we can expect more stunning, complex 

and extremely realistic visual effects in the days to come. Now that we 

have seen how special effects evolved over the years, let us become 

familiar with some of the techniques that were employed during these 

eras. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Special Effects TechniquesSpecial Effects TechniquesSpecial Effects TechniquesSpecial Effects Techniques    

 

Stationary Matte 

Many effects techniques were developed during the 1930s and 40s 

that helped technicians mix and match various shots taken indoors and 

outdoors as well as combine cel or model animation with live footage. 

One of the earliest techniques was the stationary matte, where 

portions of each frame of the film were blocked inside the camera and 

the rest used for filming. Then the reel of film was rewound back to 

the start, and the exposed areas were now blocked and the unexposed 

areas used for filming another shot.  

 

This way, within the same frame, one could combine two different 

shots. For instance, you could show real buildings on one side of the 

frame, and show a model dinosaur (shot using model animation 

techniques) on the remaining areas of the frame. The audiences were 

fooled into believing that a real dinosaur was rampaging through the 

city. 

 

 

 



 

Traveling Matte 

The stationary matte technique later gave way to the traveling matte, 

which was a lot more versatile. Here, the blocked portion was not 

fixed, but completely movable. Moreover it could also change shape. 

These masked portions were hand-painted for each frame, and hence 

were laborious and time-consuming. But they produced marvelous 

results. To show a dinosaur walking down a main road using the 

traveling matte technique, the silhouette of the dinosaur would be 

painted frame by frame over the outdoor footage of the cityscape. 

Then this film would be transferred to a fresh film. This new film now 

had the footage of the cityscape with a dinosaur-shaped hole 

(unexposed area) moving past the frame. Then the dinosaur from the 

other footage would be used to exactly fill this hole. 

 

The traveling matte technique held center stage for more than half a 

century and was the backbone of the effects industry. Every major 

effects movie from The Ten Commandments to the first three Star 

Wars films has used this technique extensively. Once computers 

entered the effects arena, the technique was automated. It is still very 

much alive, albeit inside the computer software, where the software 

does the masking and the mixing of the footage. 



 

Animatronics 

With the advancement in electronics and robotics, effects technicians 

started toying with the idea of using robotics for moving their puppets. 

Until then, they had used wires and rods to manipulate their puppets, 

but now they had a far more sophisticated option. The use of 

electronics for animating a puppet gave rise to the term Animatronics. 

Carlo Rambaldi created many of the animatronic monsters in films like 

Alien, King Kong, Close Encounters of the Third Kind and E.T. The fully 

animatronic shark for Jaws was created by Bob Mattey. He had earlier 

created the full-size animatronic squid for Disney’s 20,000 Leagues 

Under The Sea.  Stan Winston created the T-Rex and other  

animatronic  dinosaur puppets for Jurassic Park. 

 

Computer Graphics and Animation 

The involvement of computers in special effects started with motion 

control cameras, pioneered by John Dykstra for the first Star Wars 

film. Computer-based graphics and animation were almost non-

existent in movies at that time. The only use of graphics in Star Wars 

in 1977 was for the targeting computer readouts used by the rebels as 

they attacked Death Star. Walt Disney studios experimented with 

computer graphics in their 1982 movie Tron. ILM started showing 



 

interest in graphics and used them in films like Terminator II and The 

Abyss. 

 

The real milestone for computer animation however was Jurassic Park. 

For the first time in movie history, important characters in the film 

were completely computer generated. But CG was not the initial choice 

for creating the dinosaurs for the movie. Model animation with go-

motion technique pioneered by Phil Tippet was chosen for the job. This 

was to be supplemented with Stan Winston’s full-size animatronic T-

Rex, Triceratops and other smaller dinosaurs. 

 

In the meantime, ILM’s CG department carried out experiments with 

CG and came up with a demo reel showing a T-Rex walk cycle. When 

they showed it to the producers and the director (Spielberg), most of 

the scenes that were assigned for go-motion model animation were 

now assigned to them. Thus began the journey of computer graphics 

and animation in Hollywood special effects blockbusters. And what an 

exciting ride it has been thus far! 

 

The spaceships in ID4 and all the Star Wars prequels, the ocean 

dynamics in Deep Impact, Perfect Storm and The Day After Tomorrow, 



 

the tornadoes in The Twister, the dinosaurs in Jurassic Park and the 

monsters in King Kong and a host of other outrageous effects in so 

many other movies were all created using CG. Thanks to Jurassic Park 

for setting the trend for things to come. 

 

CG has advanced to such an extent that human doubles are created 

using advanced graphics and animation software. For instance, the 

Spiderman character in the latest lineup of Spiderman movies is 

completely animated using CG for most of the outrageous action 

sequences. You can visit the site 3D Humans to see how human 

characters are created using CG. That is not to stay that real stuntmen 

are no longer used in movies. In fact, there is site called Get Into 

Stunts that urges people to take up movie stunts as a career.   

 

CG is not used in effects films alone. Even ordinary films with no 

effects have started using computers for things like color correction, 

replacing dull backgrounds with exotic locales, mixing indoor and 

outdoor footages and a host of other things to save time, money and 

to generally enhance the quality of the scene. 

 

http://homebiz52.goalsint.hop.clickbank.net/
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The role of CG in effects seems to have been established firmly for the 

present, and its future looks brighter than ever before. And the role of 

effects in blockbusters is even more firmly established by the ever-

increasing, insatiable appetite of movie audiences for more and more 

mind-blowing effects. We’re living in exciting times and it is the poor 

effects technicians’ job to meet the ever-increasing demands placed on 

them. But guess they’re having a great time too. 

 

Visit my website to learn how Computer Animation is done. 
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Special Effects PioneersSpecial Effects PioneersSpecial Effects PioneersSpecial Effects Pioneers    

 

Ray Harryhausen 

Ray Harryhausen is one of the pioneers of Stop-Motion Animation. He 

was inspired by the works of Willis O’Brien, especially his 1933 movie 

King Kong. He then assisted O'Brien in Mighty Joe Young. 

Harryhausen's movies featured a range of exotic creatures, each one 

with its own distinct personality. He worked on a number of films 

including The Beast from 20000 Fathoms, a range of Sinbad movies, 

Jason and the Argonauts, The Valley of Gwangi and finally his major 

hit film The Clash of The Titans.  

 

Walt Disney 

Movie Special Effects is what it is today, largely due to the enormous 

contribution to this field by Walt Disney. His imagination, innovation 

and technological wizardry are unmatched in Hollywood history. Walt 

Disney has contributed so much to the entertainment world, that we 

cannot imagine a world without Disney today.  

 

His work has entertained children and adults alike. His achievements 

cover a whole range of varied technologies. He realized his goal of 



 

streamlining and perfecting the art of animation. He then went on to 

create the world’s first synchronized sound cartoon which featured 

Mickey Mouse in his screen debut Steamboat Willie. Disney held the 

patent for Technicolor initially which helped him to create the world’s 

first color cartoons too.  

 

One of Disney’s greatest accomplishments in the field of animation is 

his creation of the world’s first full-length cartoon feature, Snow White 

and The Seven Dwarfs. He rose to greater heights with the creation of 

the world’s first theme park, Disneyland.  He thrilled audiences with 

the use of electronics and robotics to create a whole new technology 

called animatronics to recreate life-like creatures including animals, 

humans and other exotic creatures. 

 

Walt Disney is also credited for the innovative use of technology in 

education and creating an interest and awareness among the public, 

especially children, about nature and wildlife. Disney’s endless range of 

imaginative ideas continues to entertain and enhance the lives of 

people all around the world today. 

 

 



 

The Secret behind Walt Disney’s Success 

Walter Elias Disney was born on December 5, 1901 in Chicago Illinois. 

His father, Elias Disney, was an Irish-Canadian, and his mother, Flora 

Call Disney, was of German-American descent. Walt had three 

brothers and a sister. His older brother Roy Disney was his closest 

associate in all his endeavors. 

 

The foundation for Disney’s success was laid much long before he 

became a celebrity. It started at home where he grew up as a happy 

child in a happy family. He was raised in a farm in Marceline, Missouri. 

Living in the countryside gave Walt the enormous opportunity to love 

and appreciate nature and wildlife, as well as family and community 

life. He developed a deep faith in prayer and in a God who inspired him 

to dream big - (read Disney’s testimony about prayer). He was not a 

recluse from a dysfunctional family trying to live in a dream world just 

to escape reality. He was a happy man with a healthy relationship with 

his family and friends. 

 

All these qualities would later reflect in all the work that he undertook. 

His creations always had a universal appeal. Children and adults alike 

would fall head-over-heals in love with his characters. His stories 

http://www.disneydreamer.com/Waltfaith.htm


 

always respected good morals and catered to the entire family. 

Animals, wildlife and nature played an important role in all his works. 

He worked tirelessly towards enhancing the lives of people in the 

community at large. Even in his private life, he was extremely devoted 

to his wife, his children and his aging parents. 

 

His life is a testimonial to the law of sowing and reaping. A great 

amount of quality seed was sown into his life as he grew up, and when 

the harvest season came, the fruit appeared in abundance from which 

billions of people have been blessed. Generations to come will also 

enjoy the blessings. Visit these sites Disney Dreamer and Just Disney 

to learn more about Walt Disney. 

 

Cecil B. DeMille 

The Ten Commandments is one of the best motion pictures ever 

produced by Hollywood. Its popularity, appeal and marketability have 

never diminished over the years. The sale of the movie’s DVDs and 

tapes has always been high, and witnessed a spurt during its 50th 

anniversary in 2006. 

 

http://www.justdisney.com/walt_disney/index.html
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The film was made by Cecil B. DeMille in 1956. It was actually a 

remake of his earlier black and white film made in 1923, which was 

also extremely successful. Of course the 1956 version was in color 

(Technicolor to be precise), and featured some of the best special 

effects that Hollywood has ever produced. In fact, the spectacular 

sequence of the parting of the red sea can rival any modern special 

effects scene produced with computers today. The fact that this movie, 

and this scene in particular, were made during a time when computers 

were never heard of, makes it all the more commendable. 

 

The film cost a staggering 13 million dollars and was the most 

expensive film ever made at that time. Work on the sets began in 

early 1954 in Egypt, where the world’s largest movie set was 

constructed, featuring the gates of Per Rameses and The Avenue of 

the Sphinxes. Production began in October that year on the foothills of 

Mount Sinai. More than fifteen thousand Egyptians and twelve 

thousand animals were used for the Exodus sequences. Back in those 

days, crowd multiplication techniques using computers were unheard 

of, and the actual number of people that you see on screen during the 

vast panoramic shots is literally that many extras that were present on 

location. Managing such a vast number of extras and animals, 



 

arranging their food and accommodation, preparing costumes for 

them, applying makeup, teaching them how to act and directing them 

during each shot of the movie takes a huge amount of time and effort. 

Sometimes, just starting and ending a shot and getting it all in one 

take is a huge miracle. The fact that about fifteen thousand people 

were used on the sets while filming the Exodus sequence in The Ten 

Commandments should give you an idea about the amount of effort 

that went into making that film. Visit this site to understand what it 

takes to direct actors effectively. 

 

The enormous amount of labor that went into production has borne 

fruit abundantly. The Ten Commandments has become one of the 

most viewed films of all time. It consistently draws high ratings on 

television airings as well. 

 

Shooting in Egypt got over in December that year and was resumed in 

March 1955 inside Hollywood. Here again, the sets that were built had 

to be enormous and sometimes started at Paramount and ended at 

R.K.O. Studios next door. The water tank for the parting of the red sea 

sequence was one such set. Everything in this movie was big, including 

its actors. 

http://homebiz52.texmedia.hop.clickbank.net/


 

 

From the special effects standpoint, The Ten Commandments is a 

masterpiece. The story lends itself to an incredible variety of effects. 

The movie’s script is an effects supervisor's dream come true. Every 

effects house would literally drool over the script. The ten plagues that 

God sends, to compel Pharaoh to release His people, create a great 

opportunity for the effects team to showcase their stuff. Obviously no 

magicians and sorcerers were used for creating these scenes, so they 

had to rely purely on the art and science of movie special effects.  

 

Only four of the ten plagues are actually shown in the movie, but a lot 

of other scenes involve a great deal of special effects as well. And the 

most spectacular scene happens to be the parting of the red sea which 

literally takes your breath away when you watch it on the big screen. 

The shot features a myriad of small effects shots ingeniously 

composited together to present a visually stunning scene. Visit my 

webpage to see how the Parting of the Red Sea was filmed, and get a 

glimpse of the amazing ingenuity of the special effects team that 

worked on this shot. 
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Motion Control CamerasMotion Control CamerasMotion Control CamerasMotion Control Cameras    

One of the tools that helped Special Effects make a quantum leap was 

motion-control cameras. When you need your camera to move in a 

completely pre-defined path, you would use a Motion Control Camera. 

It is basically a computer-controlled robotic rig onto which you fit your 

normal camera. The pan, tilt, dolly and zoom are completely controlled 

with pinpoint precision using this rig. 

 

Once the rig is programmed for a particular shot, the camera can be 

controlled and made to move in the same precise path, time and again 

for any number of retakes. For instance, if the same set is shot twice, 

and if none of the objects in the scene is disturbed and the lighting 

remains the same, then the first shot and the second shot of the scene 

will be exactly identical, frame for frame, pixel for pixel. Now why 

would someone want to do that?! Let’s explore with the help of three 

examples. First a simple one, and then two more complex examples. 

 

For the first example, let’s say we want to shoot a flashback scene. 

The hero visits his childhood home which now looks very old and run 

down. Then you have a fade-in shot of the same house when it was 

brand new during his childhood.  



 

 

Now the art department decides to use the same set for both the old 

and new versions of the house. So they start by building the new 

version of the house first. Once the set is built, it is lit up and shooting 

begins and the first shot is taken. Then the same set is artificially aged 

and then the second shot of the same set is taken. In post-production, 

the first shot will be made to fade-in over the second shot, 

transporting the hero back in time to his childhood days. 

 

Let’s say the camera is moving through the house during the shot. As 

one shot fades-out, the other shot has to fade-in. If the transition 

between the shots has to be seamless, then the camera movement 

during both the shots has to be exactly synchronized. If there is a 

displacement of even a fraction of an inch between the first and the 

second shot, the two images won’t merge and blend seamlessly. 

Moving the camera manually for these shots is out of the question. 

And hence for this reason, we need a camera whose motion is 

completely controlled with pinpoint precision, so that the first shot and 

the second shot are absolutely identical. So we use a motion control 

camera. 

 



 

Now for the next example, which involves a double-act. The hero in 

the story has an identical twin brother. Unfortunately, not every actor 

comes with an identical twin brother. So the same actor has to play 

both roles. No big deal if it is a static shot with no camera movement 

whatsoever. The shot of the actor playing the hero’s role can be first 

taken. Then the hero changes roles, and maybe his clothes and 

makeup too. Then the shot of the actor playing his twin is shot against 

a blue / green screen. In post-production, the two shots can be 

merged, where the shot of the twin is composited over the shot of the 

hero. If the camera was completely stationary during both the shots, 

then this method would work fine. But once the camera starts to move 

during the shot, the old strategies no longer hold good. That’s when 

you need a motion control camera. 

 

Let’s forget about the twins for a moment and think about a scene 

where two normal actors are having a conversation. The director wants 

to make it look dramatic and hence decides to take the entire 

conversation in a single shot, with no cuts in-between whatsoever. The 

camera keeps shifting focus from one actor to the other as each one 

speaks. Then it zooms out to show both actors together in the same 

frame. As long as you have two actors acting this scene, you have no 



 

problem. But if this shot is a conversation between the twins, then you 

are in serious trouble. 

 

Since you have one actor playing both roles, you obviously have to 

take the shot twice; one for the hero’s role and the next for his twin’s. 

The camera movement during the scene is what makes the whole shot 

complicated. For instance, think about the time when the camera 

zooms out to show both the actors within the same frame. As the 

camera zooms out, both the actors get smaller and recede further 

away from the camera. Now this zooming-out should be exactly 

identical in both the shots. It should start at the precise fraction of a 

second, the degree of zoom should exactly synchronize and the zoom-

out duration should match degree for degree, second for second. Even 

if there is a slight mismatch between the two shots, the rate at which 

the actors get smaller during the zoom-out will vary, and the whole 

shot will look fake. So you can never do this shot manually. This shot 

is another candidate for a motion control camera. 

 

Now for the third example, let’s take a look at merging live action 

footage with animation, which is another area that makes good use of 

the motion control camera. Consider a movie like Jurassic Park with a 



 

lot of scenes with CG dinosaurs. (Take a look at my Computer 

Animation page if you’re not familiar with how CG is done). The live 

action shot forms the background plate for the scene, while the CG 

characters occupy the foreground.  

 

Let’s say the shot involves a dinosaur walking past the camera from 

left to right as the camera pans along. For the live action shot, the 

camera just pans from left to right, pointing at an imaginary dinosaur. 

The actual dinosaur footage is created using a 3D animation software 

like Maya, SoftImage or 3DS Max. Now inside this computer-generated 

world, there is a virtual dinosaur, a virtual camera and virtual lights. 

The intensity, color and angle of these virtual lights have to match the 

lights in the real scene as much as possible. The virtual camera’s lens 

and exposure settings have to match that of the real camera. Most 

important of all, the virtual camera has to pan around in exact 

synchronization with the real camera.  

 

If the real camera were moved manually, there is no way of mimicking 

that movement using the virtual camera. Without perfect 

synchronization between the two cameras, the CG dinosaur in the 
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foreground will not stick to the background. There will be a lot of 

parallax movement between the two layers and the shot will look fake.  

 

To avoid this, a motion control camera is used, whose motion control 

data is then fed to the 3D animation software to control the virtual 

camera. Now since both the cameras are controlled using the same 

motion control data, both their movements will be exactly 

synchronized, thereby eliminating any relative movement between the 

foreground and the background. 

 

To have a look at motion control cameras and rigs in action, visit the 

Mark Roberts Motion Control site. Their equipment won them an 

Academy Award! 
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Now that you have learnt so much about Special Effects, its time you 

started creating your own special effects films. To do that, you would 

need a Special Effects & Animation Studio. We will see how you go 

about setting up one at home. 

 

Not too long ago, almost all the special effects jobs were done on 

extremely high-end workstations that used to cost hundreds of 

thousands of dollars. With the entry of the Personal Computer into the 

entertainment arena, things have begun to change drastically. A PC 

with good specifications can now deliver high quality imagery that was 

once the exclusive domain of those high-end workstations. The term 

PC here refers to both the IBM PC (and compatibles) as well as the 

Apple Mac. 

 

Another big advantage of the PC invasion into this industry is the 

drastic reduction in costs. PCs cost a fraction of high-end workstations. 

The entire PC platform is a much more affordable environment which 

makes things all the more attractive. Moreover, since PCs have a 



 

larger user base, finding skilled personnel for the job is a whole lot 

easier now.  

 

With the entire industry shifting its hardware infrastructure, almost all 

the graphics software giants have also ported their products to the PC 

platform. Nowadays there is hardly a graphics application that cannot 

be run on a PC. 

 

As a result of all these interesting developments, setting up a full-

fledged Special Effects & Animation Studio is well within the reach of 

small companies and even individuals as long as they have the 

technical know-how. Cost is no longer an inhibiting factor. 

 

Let us take a look at the hardware and software requirements of the 

various departments of a special effects studio. We’ll try to keep this 

jargon-free, so that even folks with not much technical knowledge can 

make sense of what we’re talking here. 

 

The Content Creation Department 

In this department, the work basically consists of animation and 

compositing. For animation and special effects work, a powerful PC 



 

running Maya, 3DS Max, SoftImage or any other CG software is used. 

High-end PCs for these graphics applications are built by IBM, HP and 

Apple. For compositing work, similar computers running Combustion, 

Commotion or Adobe After Effects are used. 

 

Packages like Maya support both animation and special effects, 

whereas others may support only one of them. For this reason, Maya 

is highly favored among the top Hollywood production houses. In fact 

Maya supports extremely high-end requirements like particle effects, 

ocean simulation, cloth behavior, weather effects, hair and fur 

simulation and a whole lot of special effects related stuff. The workflow 

becomes extremely streamlined using Maya, since the same package 

supports all the various effects requirements, and there is no need to 

keep switching between applications for specific effects. 

 

The Editing Department 

Avid is the platform of choice for many production houses for editing. 

On the Apple Mac, you have Final Cut Pro, which is another powerful 

editing software. Non-linear editing using computers has made the 

laborious and often backbreaking job of editing, much more 



 

pleasurable and productive. Visit this site for a complete Guide to 

Video Editing Software. 

 

The Render Farm 

This is a network of computers devoted wholly to the task of 

rendering. After the animators create the CG characters, assign colors 

& texture to them, light the scene and setup the virtual cameras, it is 

the computer’s job to generate that scene in 3D perspective from the 

camera’s point of view. This task is referred to as Rendering. It is done 

completely by the computer with no human interaction whatsoever. 

This is one of the most time-consuming and resource-intensive jobs in 

the production pipeline. To speed things up, an entire network of 

computers is assigned this task.  

 

A rack full of these computers is often called a render wall. A series of 

such racks is called a render farm. None of these computers needs a 

monitor since there is no human interaction required. They can even 

continue their work in a pitch-dark room. They usually run night and 

day for maximum utilization of resources. These networks usually run 

on Linux since it is a stable, customizable, robust and free operating 

system built on the Unix framework. NT networks are also used of late. 
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The Data Storage & Networking Department 

Video data is voluminous. For most types of effects work, the film is 

scanned at a very high resolution to retain image quality. This gives 

rise to huge file sizes. Storing this huge volume of data and supplying 

it to various other departments as and when they need them is the 

main job of this department.  

 

Keeping track of the latest versions of the video files and maintaining 

the smooth flow of data to and from other departments requires skilled 

network administrators. Sometimes, computers from various platforms 

might be sharing the same network. Often Windows PCs and Apple 

Macs coexist in a network. It is the networking departments’ job to see 

that all the data flows smoothly through the various other departments 

and that the integration of the different systems is seamless. 

 

There you go. These are the main tools that any good effects house is 

usually equipped with. For a home-based special effects studio, you 

can have a watered-down version of what we saw here. One PC for 

animation running Maya and another one for compositing running 

CompositeLab will suffice for starters. One of these PCs can double-up 

as an editing system too. These two computers can be networked to 



 

function like a render farm at night. DVDs can be used for storage 

purposes. That is it. You now have your own home-made special 

effects and animation studio. 

 

Now you got all the tools of the Pros in the industry. Though tools are 

essential, they are not an end in themselves when it comes to quality 

work. It is highly talented people who have a passion for their work 

that really matters. Tools can never replace talent. Talent, when 

equipped with the right tools, literally brings magic onto the screen. 
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After you have created your own special effects short films, it is time 

to show case them to the world. If your work is really good, people at 

Hollywood might sit up and take notice. If getting into the Special 

Effects Industry sounds interesting, you will find these suggestions 

helpful. 

 

As we have seen, Special Effects covers a wide range of disciplines like 

animation, makeup effects, compositing, motion control, pyrotechnics, 

model-making and so on. The very first thing to do is determine which 

particular field one is interested in. No one gets to do all the things at 

the same time. It’s a lot like an assembly line in a car factory. Some 

people make the engine. Some people work on the chassis. Others 

work on the steering mechanism. Still others work on the fuel injection 

system and finally there is a team that puts the whole thing together. 

There is also an R & D and design team that envisions the whole 

product. 

 

A special effects production house is very similar in nature. Different 

technicians work on various different aspects and all the work is put 



 

together to get the end result. As soon as a project is specified by the 

producer or director of a movie, the job is split-up into small chunks 

and then assigned to various special effects supervisors. They in turn 

further split-up the jobs according to the different effects disciplines 

and assign the tasks to effects technicians of various departments.  

 

Of course there are a lot more issues involved but at the macro level, 

this is pretty much what happens at the production houses. So before 

trying to gain entry into this huge industry, it is important to know 

where exactly you would fit in the puzzle. What is it that you would 

like to do from morning till evening (and sometimes from evening to 

morning, as the occasion demands). What are you passionate about. 

Which particular aspect of special effects draws your attention. Now 

that is where your whole time and effort has to be spent. 

 

Once you have found your niche, you can then graduate to the next 

level. At this level, you hone your skills. If you are good at a particular 

art, you can fine-tune that skill to cater to the effects industry. You 

can also enroll yourself in a good arts program that might refine your 

skill. Joining an arts program to learn a new skill may not be a good 

idea. But if you’re already good at something, you can get additional 



 

guidance from professional input. You can visit my Film School page to 

see a directory of Film Schools in the US, Canada and other parts of 

the world. There is also a huge number of books, DVDs and Tapes on 

Movie Special Effects. You can visit my Special Effects Resources page 

to browse through a good collection of them. 

 

The effects industry thrives on extremely talented people who 

innovate, create and invent new methods and technologies as and 

when the need arises. They pave their own path as they journey into 

this thick forest known as the effects jungle. They don’t travel on 

neatly paved roads. They create their own as they go along. Such is 

the demand that the effects industry places on them. To be in this 

industry, one needs to be self-taught and self-motivated. Creativity, 

innovation and experimentation are the staple diet that one needs to 

live on here. If this excites you, then you are the right person for this 

industry. 

 

Once you’ve found your niche and the skill set to match it, then you 

need to showcase your stuff. You need to create a demo reel that 

highlights your work, both past and present. Show it around to friends 

and family to see their reaction. But most importantly, show it 
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especially to people who would provide a fair and honest critique of 

your work. Edit and refine your work until you’re proud of it. 

 

Once you’re demo is finalized, find ways and means of showing it 

around. YouTube and a host of other Video hosting services are a good 

place to host it. Put up a website that showcases your work. Join 

online forums and share your stuff. Generally make yourself visible. 

Chances are, someone from the industry might spot you if you’re 

extremely good. The more your work is visible, the better the chances 

of people spotting you. 

 

Next, try to spot effects houses near you; in your city or state. Send 

your work to them. If they have internship programs, apply for them. 

That is one of the best ways to get into an effects house. You get to 

work with the pros in the industry, and sometimes you get paid too. If 

you don’t mind traveling, you could apply to as many effects houses as 

you want in various places. The more the better.  

 

The web is a good place to start hunting for effects houses. Another 

good way to spot them is to pay attention as the end credits roll in a 

movie. All the effects houses that worked on that movie are listed in 



 

the credits. You can even find the names of the technicians who 

worked in the various departments listed there. 

 

You can also subscribe to good magazines, ezines, newsletters and 

forums on movie special effects. That will keep you informed about 

new projects, new effects houses and therefore new opportunities for 

you to gain an entry into this awesome industry. If you are persistent 

as well as talented, you will find doors opening for you. To your 

success in the Art & Science of Movie Special Effects! 
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You would find the following resources very useful. In the following 

links, you will find exceptional Books, DVDs and Tapes on Special 

Effects. You can also purchase the movies themselves on DVD or Tape, 

or watch them directly online. You can also get Posters of the latest 

Special Effects Blockbusters here. 

• Books, DVDs and Tapes on Special Effects 

• Purchase Special Effects Movies on: 

o VHS Tape 

o DVD 

• Watch Special Effects Movies Online 

• Get Special Effects Posters 

• Download this BRAND NEW Fx EBook 

TOP 25 FAQs on Special Effects 

Download for FREE 
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